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Press release, Gothenburg  

April 6, 2016 

FPC introduces improved algorithm for smartphones 
 

Fingerprint Cards (FPC) introduces an improved algorithm optimized for the 
smartphone segment. The algorithm takes advantage of the market leading image 
quality of FPC’s fingerprint sensors to deliver industry leading biometric performance 
and unparalleled security. 
 
Resulting from its continuous R&D efforts, FPC is now releasing an improved algorithm to mobile device 
manufacturers, applicable for all touch fingerprint sensors in FPC’s product portfolio. The algorithm 
takes advantage of FPC’s market leading image quality and is specifically optimized for fast execution on 
smartphone platforms. The algorithm enables improved biometric performance such as faster 
identification, combined with higher level of robustness and security. This enables smartphone 
manufacturers to improve security for fingerprint verification without compromising convenience. 

As previously announced, FPC has also introduced an offering that can detect spoofs, also referred to as 
fake fingers. When combining the previously announced anti-spoof feature with the improved algorithm 
announced today, smartphone manufacturers can provide unparalleled secure fingerprint verification. 

Previous releases of FPC’s touch fingerprint sensor solutions have resulted from an in-house developed 
algorithm that included contributions licensed from third party. The in-house algorithm has been 
continuously evolving, and FPC now takes the next step to introduce a complete in-house algorithm that 
does not include any third party contributions. 

Jörgen Lantto, President and CEO of FPC, comments: “Today’s announcement shows that our industry 

leading fingerprint sensor technology enables our customers to offer a unique level of security in their 

devices. We can bring this forward because of our complete system offering, combining our industry 

leading image quality with the industry’s best performing algorithm. The improved algorithm, containing 

no third party contribution, allows us to further improve our vertically integrated system offering for 

smartphones. For our customers, the improved algorithm will contribute to further improved security, 

higher biometric performance and robust user experience”.  

In the smartphone segment, the improved algorithm will be progressively introduced. The first two 
smartphones using the updated algorithm were announced today. Units shipping during the remainder 
of 2016 and parts of 2017 will include either the improved algorithm or the earlier algorithm. 
 
In other markets, for example smartcards and wearables, FPC continues to recognize the enabling value 
contributed from its algorithm partners and such existing collaborations remain strong. 
 
For more information, please contact:  
Jörgen Lantto, President and CEO Fingerprint Cards AB (publ), +46-(0)31-60 78 20, 
investrel@fingerprints.com 
 
Footage http://www.fingerprints.com/corporate/en/media-2/press-kit/ 

About Fingerprint Cards AB (publ) 

Fingerprint Cards AB (FPC) is a high tech and listed 
company which develops, produces and markets 
biometric technology that through the analysis 
and matching of an individual’s unique fingerprint 
verify the person’s identity. A secure and 
convenient user experience is thus made possible, 
beyond keys and pins. The FPC technology offers 

world class advantages and include unique image 
quality, extreme robustness, low power 
consumption and complete biometric systems. 
With these advantages and in combination with 
low production costs the technology may be 
implemented in large volume products as 
smartphones, tablets and biometric cards where 
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these demands are extremely high. FPC’s 
technology have user cases from a number of 

applications.

 
Fingerprint Cards AB (publ) discloses this information pursuant to the Swedish Securities Market Act (2007:528) and the Swedish 
Financial Instruments Trading Act (1991:980). The information was issued for publication on April 6, 2016, at 18.30 CET.  
 

Important information 
Issuance, publication or distribution of this press release in certain jurisdictions could be subject to restrictions. The recipient of 
this press release is responsible for using this press release and the constituent information in accordance with the rules and 
regulations prevailing in the particular jurisdiction. This press release does not constitute an offer, or invitation to acquire or 
subscribe for new securities in Fingerprint Cards in any jurisdiction. 

 


